The Shared Benefits of
GaggleAMP
Share the great work your
company does.

etter understand your
company s business.
B
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e seen as a thought leader
among your peers.
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Enhance your
professional brand.
Make new connections to
advance your career.
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Sales
Sales reps using social media as
part of their sales techniques
outsell 78% of their peers.

Business

Marketing
Leads developed through employee
social marketing convert 7x more
frequently.

ur social presence has
increased significantly our
sales reps are helping to
spread our messages with
very little e ort re uired.”
[O

elp your friends and family
better understad what you
do at your ob.

Stay informed about what s going
on in your company.
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Michelle .

Senior ield Marketing Manager
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Public Relations
Employee sharing helps
your brand control the
conversation in a crisis.

Human Resources
Employee referrals
have the highest
applicant to hire
conversion rate.

aggle makes it easy and simple to
distribute our information directly to those
we want to distribute it to as well as making
it very easy for those employees to post that
information. t also gives them professional
information to share enhancing their
content and reputation.”
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Digital Marketing Manager
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Just within a few weeks of getting teams
onboarded - we now have multiple 'gaggles.'
We saw a significant increase in our reach
and engagement. Team members are happy
with the platform as it allows them to increase
their social output while doing so easily.”
Beth P.

Director of Marketing

rand awareness is an issue
for so many and aggle
makes it easy to build brand
uickly. aggle is also
proving to be a lead gen
engine for us too which is
hard to do with social.”
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Andreea .

Demand eneration
and Marketing Leader
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Want to learn more?

Connect with us at sales@gaggleamp.com
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